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In the first section of this paper we prove that, under a suitable adjointness 
assumption, the derived functors of certain functors on Abelian categories are 
equal. This theorem implies a number of results in homology theory, includ- 
ing the “mapping theorem” of Cartan-Eilenberg ([I], p. 150). Our main 
application of this theorem, given in the second section of this paper, is to 
show that the cohomology groups (with arbitrary coefficients) of many 
semigroups are isomorphic to the corresponding cohomology groups of often 
much smaller submonoids. This fact is used to generalize certain results 
of l?l* 
As we were about to submit an earlier version of our work on semigroups 
for publication, the recent thesis of N. Bernstein at Pennsylvania State 
University entitled “On the Cohomology of Semigroups” was brought to 
our attention. Some of the results of this thesis overlap considerably with 
some of our results on semigroups. 
1. ADJOINT FUNCTORS AND DERIVED FUNCTORS 
If & and B are categories, and U : Jaz ---f 6V and V : @ -+ ~9 are functors, 
then we say that U is adjoint to V, and V is coadjoint to U, if there is a natural 
equivalence of functors 
HomB (UA, B) M Homti (A, VB). 
It is well known that in this case, if JG’ and G? are additive categories and V 
is additive, then U is right exact and V is left exact ([q, Theorem 13.1). 
If W is a functor, then the left- and right-derived functors of W will be 
denoted by L W and R W, respectively. 
* During this research the authors were partially supported by National Science 
Foundation grants GP-3990 and GP-5585, respectively. 
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THEOREM 1. Consider the following diagram of Abelian categories and 
additive functors 
in which S and T are covariant and T is exact. 
(1) If F is covariant [contravariant], & has enough projectives, S is 
aa’joint to T, and if for a given A E & we have L,,S(A) = 0 for n > 0, then 
L(F 0 S) (A) cz ((LF) o S) (A), 
[R(F 0 S) (A) E ((RF) o S)(A)]. 
If S is in fact left exact (and so exact) then there is a natural equivalence of 
functors 
L(F o S) M (LF) o S 
[R(F o S) M (RF) o S] 
(2) If F is covariant [contravariant], d has enough injectives, S is coadjoint 
to T, and ;ffor a given A E & we have RnS(A) = 0 for n > 0, then 
W 0 S) (4 ES (VW 0 S> (4, 
[L(F 0 S) (A) s ((LF) o S) (A)]. 
If S is in fact sight exact (and so exact), then there is a natural equivalence of 
functors 
R(F o S) M (RP) o S, 
[L(F o S) M (LF) o S]. 
Proof. It suffices to prove (l), since (2) is just the dual of (1). We begin 
by showing that if P is a projective in ~2 then SP is a projective in ~3. It 
is enough to show that the functor Horn, (SP, ) is exact. But we have a 
natural equivalence of functors 
Horn9 (SP, B) w Horn& (P, TB). 
Since T and Horn, (P, ) are assumed to be exact, so is their composition, 
which gives the desired result. 
Now given A E JJ let X + A be a projective resolution of A. Then 
SX + SA is a projective resolution of SA, because SX consists of projectives 
by the above and SX + SA is acyclic since we have assumed that either S 
is exact or that L,,S(A) = 0 for all n > 0. But L(F o S) (A) is the homology 
of the complex (F o S) (X) while ((LF) o S) (A) = (LF) (SA) is the homol- 
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ogy of the complex F(SX) = (F o S) (X) as desired. The natural&y is a 
triviality. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the following corollary which 
will be one of the main tools in our discussion of the cohomology of semi- 
groups. 
COROLLARY 1. Let S : d + 33 and T : 93 -+ szl be covariant additive 
functors between Abelian categories with S adjoint to T. Assume that both S and 
T are exact and that ~9 has enough projectives. Then 
Ext, (A, TB) G Exta (SA, B). 
Proof. For fixed B E 93 let F be the contravariant functor Horns ( , B) 
on g. Then 
so that 
(F o S) (A) = Horn9 (SA, B) M Horn& (A, TB), 
while 
R(F o S) (A) = Ext, (A, TB) 
((RF) o S) (A) = Exta (SA, B). 
We now show how Theorem 1 can be used to prove the main part of the 
“mapping theorem” of Cartan-Eilenberg ([I], p. 150). We state and prove 
only the part of this theorem which involves Ext, since the discussion for 
Tor is parallel. 
Following the notation of [I], let A and r be augmented rings with augmen- 
tation modules Q,.r and Qr , respectively, and let v : A --+ I be an augmented 
ring homomorphism. Then any r-module can be viewed as a A-module by 
using v. 
MAPPING THEOREM. If r 6JA QA g Qr and ;f 
Tor,” (r, Qn) = 0 for n > 0, 
then 
Extr (Qr , ‘7 s Ext, (QA 3 C> 
for every left I’-module C. 
Proof. Let ~2 be the category of left A-modules, GY be the category of 
left r-modules, S : JZ! -9I be the functor defined by A -+ I’@,, A, 
T : 9 --+ .& be the change of rings functor using v,, and let F be the functor 
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Horn, ( , C). It is well known that S is adjoint to T, and it is clear that T is 
exact. Furthermore, by adjointness 
so that 
(F o S) (A) = Horn, (r On A, C) GS Horn, (4 C), 
R(F o S) (A) = Ext,, (A, C). 
On the other hand 
(RF) (SA) = Ext, (SA, C) = Ext, (r On A, C) . 
Thus if we let A = Qn , then, since 
(L,S) (A) = Tar,” (r, Qn) = 0 
for n > 0, we have, by Theorem 1, 
Ext/, (Q/r , C) z Extr (r 01, Qn , C) = Exti- (Qr , C). 
It is amusing to note that a permutation of the conclusion of Theorem 1 
becomes a familiar identity. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 5’ :& -+ 9 and F : 39 -+&I be additive functors 
between Abelian categories, and let & have enough projectives and injectives. 
We let S be either covariant or contravariant. Let F be exact. If F is covariant 
[contrawariant] then 
L(FoS)mFo(LS) and R(F o S) w F o (RS), 
[L(F o S) M F o (RS) and R(F o S) M F o (LS)]. 
Proof. This is just a consequence of the well-known fact that any exact 
functor commutes with the homology functor. For example let A E ~2 and 
let P -+ A be a projective resolution of A. Then 
L(F o S) (A) = H(F(S(P))) = F(H(S(P)))= F(LS(A)), 
where H denotes the homology functor. The proofs of the other identities 
are similar. 
Many identities can be derived from various combinations of Theorem 1 
and Proposition 1. As an example, we prove 
Tar’ (r On A, r @,, B) s r 0, Tar” (A, B), 
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where A and F are commutative rings, ‘p : A + r is a ring homomorphism 
(allowing us to view r-modules as A-modules), A and B are A-modules, 
and F is A-flat. 
To prove this we first apply Theorem 1. Let d be the category of A-modu- 
les and 9? = J&! be the category of r-modules. Let S : JXZ’ + a be the functor 
r On , and let T be the change of rings functor. Note that S is exact since r 
is A-flat. Let F : 9 -+ 4 be defined by F(C) = (F @,, A) & C. Then 
(F 0 S)(B) = (r 0~ 4 Or (r 0~ B) = (r &I 4 0~ B, 
so that, applying Theorem 1, we have 
Torn(I’ On A, B) = Torr(I’ an A, I’ On B). 
Next, to apply Proposition 1, we change notation and let & = 93 be the 
category of A-modules and & the category of r-modules, and let F be the 
functor I’ @A and S be the functor A On . Note that F is exact. Then 
(F 0 S)(B) = r O,dA 0x1 B) = (r Or 4 0~ B, 
so that, applying Proposition 1, we have 
To@(r On A, B) = I’ &, Tor”(A, B), 
as desired. 
We now give two examples to show the necessity of the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. The condition (L,S) A = 0 for n > 0 is necessary. Let 
& = Abelian groups and a = JZ = &-modules. Consider the change of 
rings functor T using Z --+ 2, , and its adjoint S = 2, oz. Set 
F = Homa ( , 2,). Then 
(PF) (SA) = Ext”z, (SA, 2,) = 0 
for all 1z > 0 and for all A, since 2, is a field, whereas 
R(F o S) (A) = Extz (A, Z,), 
which need not be zero, e.g., if A = 2,. 
EXAMPLE 2. The condition T is exact is necessary even if S is exact. 
Let & = 99 = &? = Abelian groups. Let J be torsion-free but not free, i.e., 
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flat but not projective. Set S = @ J and T = Horn (1, ), so S is adjoint 
to T and S is exact. Let C be fixed and set F = Horn ( , C). Then 
while 
R(F o S) (A) = Ext (A, Horn (1, C)), 
(RF) (SA) = Ext (A @ J, C). 
These are not equal, since, for example, setting A = 2 we see that 
R”(F o S) (A) = 0 for n > 0, while 
(PI;) (SA) = Ext” (J, C) 
which is not zero for all C, since J is not projective. 
2. APPLICATION TO THE COHOMOLOGY OF SEMIGROUPS 
The application described in this section is prompted in part by the follow- 
ing well-known result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let S be a commutative periodic semigroup which has only 
a jhite number of adempotents (e.g., a jnite commutative sem&oup). Then S 
contains an ideal G, called the kernel of S, which is a group. 
Proof. Let G be the intersection of all the ideals in S. First we show that 
G is not empty. Let u be the product of all the idempotents contained in S. 
We show that u E G. For this it clearly suffices to show that every ideal 
contains an idempotent. So let I be any ideal in S and let s E I. Then, since s 
has finite order, there exist integers tl > 1 and m 3 1 such that P+~ = P. 
One can check easily that snm is idempotent. 
It is clear that G is the minimal ideal in S. We now show that G is a group. 
As is well known, it is sufficient to show that aG = G for all a E G. But this 
is clear since aG is an ideal of S contained in G. This completes the proof. 
In view of this result, an evident question to ask is whether there is any 
relation between the cohomology of a semigroup, S, with coefficients in a 
left S-module, A, and the cohomology of a left ideal, AZ, which is a monoid 
in its own right (if such exists) with coefficients in A. The main result of this 
section states essentially that, in fact, the cohomology groups are the same. 
Before we can state this result we must first say a few words about the 
definition of the cohomology groups of a semigroup, S. To begin with, it is 
necessary to consider non-unitary modules, since even if S is a monoid 
(i.e., has an identity element) and A is a unitary S-module, A need not be 
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unitary when considered as a module over an ideal contained in S which has 
its own identity element. 
Let S be a semigroup and let A be an S-module. Denote by Se the semi- 
group obtained from S by adjoining an identity element, e, to S (even if S 
is a monoid). Then it is easily seen that the category of S-modules is iso- 
morphic to the category of unitary Se-modules (by considering any S-module 
as an Se-module and conversely). Thus it is natural to make the definition 
qs, A) = Hn(Se, A) = Extztsq (Z, 4 
But it is then necessary to show that if S happens to be a monoid and A is an 
S-module that happens to be unitary, then this definition coincides with the 
standard definition [I], [4]. Also it is desirable to show that H”(S, A) can 
be computed using cochain complexes in the usual way. 
To verify these facts, let C”(S, A) (n >, 0) be the Abelian group of all 
functions from Sn into A (viewing So as the set containing just the symbol 
[ I), and define the coboundary operator as is done in [4], p. 116. Let 
Rn(S, A) be the nth homology group of the resulting complex. It is well 
known that if S is a monoid and A is a unitary S-module, then 
An(S, A) = Extzts) (Z, A). 
Thus we need only show 
PROPOSITION 3. Let S be a semigroup and let A be an S-module. Then 
f&S, A) = H”(S, A) = Extzts3 (Z, A). 
Proof. Let F be the bar resolution of MacLane ([A, p. 114) for Z, that is, 
the free Se-resolution of Z obtained by letting F,, be the free P-module 
generated by the set 9, with differentiation given by [4], p. 114, formula 
5.3. Then it is easy to verify that Homzts.,(F, A) is just the complex used 
above to define i!!(S, A). (Al so see [3] for essentially the same idea.) 
We are now in a position to state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a semigroup and let M be a left (right) ideal of S 
which is a monoid. Let A be any left (right) S-module. Let i be the identity element 
of M. Then for all integers n > 0, 
fP(S, A) = W(M, A) = H”(S, iA) = H*(M, iA). 
Proof. We give .the proof only in the case of left ideals and left modules. 
We also note that it suffices to show that !P(S, A) = H”(M, iA), since then 
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H”(M, A) = Hn(M, iA) by letting S = M, and H”(S, iA) = Hn(M, iA) 
by letting A = iA. Also, as shown above, it suffices to show that 
Hn(S”, A) = H”(M, iA) (note that iA is a unitary M-module). 
We apply Corollary 1 of Theorem 1. Let & be the category of unitary 
M-modules and 23 be the category of unitary P-modules. Define a monoid 
epimorphism I : Se --f M by r(s) = si. We note that r is in fact a retraction of 
S* onto M, that is, r]M = lM. Then Y induces a ring epimorphism 
Z(Se) -+ Z(M). We let S : & --+ 9 be the corresponding change-of-rings 
functor. Clearly S is exact. Define a functor T : 3? -+ & by T(A) = iA. 
We note that T is a functor since if f  : A -+ A’ is an S*-homomorphism 
thenf(iA) _C iA’. It is easily verified that T is exact. 
We now show that S is adjoint to T, that is, 
Horns* (B, A) = Horn, (B, iA), 
where A is a unitary P-module and B is a unitary M-module (regarded as an 
Se-module by using r). First, if f : B --f A is an P-homomorphism, then f 
is clearly an M-homomorphism, since r is a retraction. Alsof(B) C iA since 
f(b) =f(ib) = if(b) E iA 
for all b E B. Thus f E HomM (B, iA). Conversely if g : B + iA is an M- 
homomorphism, then g : B + A also. Moreover, g is an Se-homomorphism 
since 
d4 = g(W 4 = (4 d4 
= s(ig(b)) = sg(ib) = sg(b), 
for all s E Se, 6 E B. 
Finally in Corollary 1 of Theorem 1, let A be the trivial M-module 2 and 
B be the P-module A. Then 
as desired. 
ExtM (2, iA) = Extp (2, A), 
COROLLARY 1. If S is a Jin;te commutative semi@up with kernel G, and if 
A is any S-module, then 
for all n > 0. 
H”(S, A) = H”(G, A) 
COROLLARY 2. If S is a jkite commutative sem&oup, then Hn(S, R) = 0 
for all n > 1, where R denotes the real numbers. 
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Proof. The stated result is well known for finite groups. 
This generalizes Corollary 6.3 of [6]. We also remark that Example 3 
below shows that Corollary 2 is not in general true for noncommutative 
semigroups, contrary to the case for groups. 
COROLLARY 3. Let 5’ be a semigroup and let T be a left ideal of S. Let i E T 
be an idempotent which is central in Ti. Then for any left S-module A we have 
for n > 0 
H”(S, A) = Hn( T, A) = Hn( Ti, A) = Hn( Ti, iA). 
Proof. Ti is a left ideal of S which is contained in T. The hypothesis 
guarantees that i is an identity for Ti. 
The next corollary was pointed out to us by John Rhodes. We recall that 
if an arbitrary semigroup, S, has a minimal two-sided ideal, T, then T is 
called the kernel of S. If  T contains no proper right ideals, then T is said to 
be right-simple. 
COROLLARY 4. Let S be a semigroup with kernel T. Assume T is right-simple 
and contains an idempotent. Then there exists an idempotent i E T such that Ti 
is a group. Thus, for all S-modules A and for all n > 0, 
H”(S, A) = Hn(T, A) = H”(Ti, A) = H”(Ti, iA). 
The last cohomology group is in fact group cohomology. 
Proof. The hypothesis guarantees ([2], p. 38) that T may be written as 
the direct product G x E, where G is a group and the multiplication in E 
is defined by xy = y  for all x, y  E E. Let x E E and let e E G be the identity 
of G, and let i = (e, x). It is clear that i is idempotent and is central in 
Ti = G x {x} z G, which is a group. We can now apply Corollary 3. 
In view of Corollaries 1 and 4 it is natural to ask whether 
Hn(S, A) = Hn(K, A) for any finite semigroup S with kernel K, where A is 
any S-module. That this is not true is shown by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let U and V be finite semigroups such that the multiplica- 
tion in U is defined by uu’ = u for all u, u’ E U, and in V by WV = v’ for all 
v, v’ E V. Let S = Ue x Ve. Then K = U x V is the kernel of S. One can 
show, by using the fundamental cocycles of [6], that 
whereas 
H2(S, R) = 0, 
HZ@, R) = R(n-l,(m-1, 
, 
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where U has 12 elements and V has m elements (the special case of this latter 
in which n = m = 2 is just Example 6.4 of [fl). 
The following corollary is an immediate application of our results to the 
theory in [6]. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A be a Jinite-dimensional Archimedian lattice-ordered 
algebra in which the product of pure elements is pure. Let A contain a left ideal, I, 
which is closed under the lattice operations and which satisjies the following 
axiom : 
(MO4 If f,g,hEI andif f 20, then 
fkvh) = Vfg +f& :fi 3 Qfi 2 O>fi +fi =fl. 
Then A is the semigroup algebra of a finite semi&up. 
Proof. Let S be the finite semigroup associated with A as described in [6]. 
Let T be the left ideal of S associated with I. Then it was shown in [a that 
axiom MO/implies that T is left-cancellative. Thus, since T is finite, it is 
right-simple. Hence by corollary 4, H2(S, R) = 0 since it was shown there 
that this is group cohomology. But it was shown in [6] that this is a suficient 
condition for A to be the semigroup algebra of S. 
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